Printing

Smart ink logistics
W

ith margins already eroded by

recipes, are increasingly used to differentiate the

fierce competition and economic

product on a crowded retail shelf. And greater

uncertainty, the added problem of

health and safety concerns mean that in the case

volatile raw material prices makes it especially

of certain food or drug labelling, components,

important to maintain strong cost control.

including ink batches, must be traceable.

Inks make up about six percent of a packaging
printer’s consumable costs, though that share is by
no means static. Ink prices are volatile and have

Because of all these changes, colour preparation
A situation where colours are prepared manually is
wasteful, puts extreme pressure on the ink-room and

Furthermore, due to the shift to a just-in-time business

fails to give adequate assurance of colour precision.
The good news is that inks present great potential

to poor ink logistics has increased. Make-ready

for savings. Without modern, automated, streamlined

times must be reduced to a minimum and jobs

ink logistics to face these myriad challenges, a printing

must be ready to run with minimal down-time.

house runs the risk of down-time due to production

When ink quality is not achieved, or the

bottle-necks and recalls due to poor colour quality.

colour is not delivered on time, the costs incurred

The problems are identified in the context of the

by rejected batches, production down-times

‘seven aspects of waste’, a Japanese management

or even product recalls can be substantial.

philosophy adopted by Toyota.

At the same time, quality standards are more
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can no longer be a manual affair.

risen by over 30 percent in little over 18 months.
model, the risk of incurring substantial costs due

Automated ink
logistics are vital
for lean, responsive
print operations

Over-production: Predicting the exact amount

exacting. Printers must achieve greater colour

required for a job is difficult, and more so, in the age

accuracy, because point-of-sale (retail) success plays

of short production runs. Printers rationalise that it is

an increasingly influential role in a brand’s success,

less costly to produce an excess, rather than to risk

and thus a consistent look, sometimes on a global

incurring the greater cost of production standstills while

scale, is essential. Unique, trade-mark protected

ink is remixed to replenish a shortfall. As it is virtually

spot colours, which are formulated by complex

impossible to manually calculate the press return

The Colorsat® Compact modular, gravimetric ink dispensing system.
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The table-top Perfect Proofer provides a full simulation of flexo printing conditions, reducing waste and make-ready time;
leftovers of a unique hue into a new job, such excesses

printers might outsource the ink mixing for

usually go to waste. In some cases, up to 30 percent

unique recipes. This too means extra transport

of ink stocks are lost to overproduction.

costs and an increased carbon footprint.

Inventory costs: Because of unpredictable demand

Over-processing: With greater human involvement,

and a need to hold a more diverse range of colours,

the risk of quality errors inevitably rises. Over-

assets are tied up in both excess stock and the space

processing is when more work is done on a piece

needed to hold them.

than is required by the customer. This happens when

Motion: Time is a raw material, though we have

ink mixing is outsourced, because of the resulting

only a finite amount that we can use to add value to

administration costs, taxes and loss of added value –

our business. This makes motion time another critical

all unnecessarily!

factor of business efficiency. A manual preparation

Rework and defects: Resources ploughed into fixing

necessitates a dedicated ink room, with less flexibility

defects is another symptom of poor ink management.

to mix in near the press. And mixing inks requires a

Often this results from a failure to achieve colour

dedicated hike around the inventories to acquire the

perfection first time round. The costliest defects of all

necessary ingredients.

are field failures, where a whole product is recalled

Waiting time: Forty percent of the time of a typical
job changeover is caused by ink changes and colour

due to a colour error.

weakest link in the chain’ rings true. The fast changes

Automated, integrated
ink logistics

of sleeves, substrates or anilox positions are all for

To ensure the right colours, in the exact quantities are

naught if the colour mixing stage lets the side down

available exactly when needed, the printer needs an

with bottlenecks!

accurate and reliable means of proofing, a gravimetric

adjustments. The adage, ‘you’re as efficient as the

Transportation: Transportation and environmental
costs are incurred internally, by excess use of
small buckets to transport ink. Alternatively,

ink dispensing system, and a powerful software that
can integrate into the corporate IT network.
A table-top proofing system provides precise
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flexo colour predictability, without the need for

Increased responsiveness: Being able to achieve

fingerprinting. It is an automated wet-proofing solution

colour requirements almost instantly means one loses

that lets ink lab technicians pre-flight their formulations

no time in setting up the job, and one can schedule

under actual press conditions. With a 1” or 2”

jobs with greater flexibility.

anilox roll, gear-driven ink- and impression-rollers

Simpler, controlled workflow: The simplicity

and adjustable nip-pressure, the proofer provides a

of ink dispensing makes it unnecessary to

perfect miniaturised simulation of the conditions of the

rely on external ink mixing services. This cuts

target flexo press, whatever the substrate or desired

costs, retains an added-value service within

dot-gain. It eliminates the need to make colour

the company, and simplifies the workflow.

adjustments on the press, reducing up to 15 minutes’
set-up time per job.
The second important requirement is the

Reduced waste: Furthermore, waste is reduced,
as the dispenser is programmed to prepare the
exact volumes for the job. And any excess inks that

gravimetric, modular ink dispensing system to prepare

are returned can be incorporated into new recipes.

in precise quantities and colour requirements, on-

Reduced waste means reduced carbon footprints and

demand. The base element of an automated ink

environmental taxes. Some companies are able to

logistics workflow comprises a gravimetric dispensing

improve ink yields by up to 30 percent.

system, featuring a user-friendly interface, linked to

Space savings: Space is saved because a few,

several barrels of base inks, ranging from 12 to 32

large base ink barrels, usually of about 200kg,

corrosion-resistant stainless steel valves with optimised

can supply all colour requirements. It then becomes

fluid dynamic characteristics ensure fast and accurate

unnecessary to hold stocks of several small-volume

dispensing. When spot colour ink is required, the

ready-mixed inks.

operator simply enters the colour required; the recipe

Clean, organised inventories: With an

and dosage volume is calculated, to an accuracy of

accompanying weighing scales and a barcode

up to 0.1g. The desired colour is then dispensed,

printer/reader, software can book returned inks into

and if four colours or fewer are used, the recipe is

stock and provide a means of ordering inventories so

almost always ready within a few minutes. Crucially,

inks are quickly reused and easily located.

the system is capable of incorporating surplus or
recipes. Usually, these are too complex to manually

Systems to suit ink
volume and ink types

calculate and go to waste.

There are systems to suit different ink types or

‘press return’ inks from previous jobs, into new

Software: the key to fully
integrated ink logistics…

volume requirements, so that whatever the printing
situation, the owner can gain a fast investment
return. So a board converter, may find it appropriate

The quality of the accompanying management

to invest in a system that dispenses in 25kg

information software can make the dispensing system

batches, while a label and occasional narrow-

stand out. Software is available that can schedule

web carton converter may find a system adapted

production runs, track batch numbers, produce

to dispensing in 5kg doses more appropriate.

management and forecasting reports and real-time ink
availability, and – perhaps for the first time - full cost

Finally…

analysis of each job. With health and safety concerns

In short, this fast, accurate and all-encompassing

a more important issue, the ability to be able to

method of delivering printing ink to the press - also

show full traceability of inks that have been used and

known as colour on demand - improves quality,

which batch they originate from is a key selling point,

reduces stock levels and optimises inventory control,

especially to suppliers in the food and pharmaceutical

enabling improved margins and a higher quality

packaging supply chains.

product also.

This brings about numerous advantages.
Consistent colour accuracy: Gravimetric

Together, a compact, reliable proofer, a
gravimetric ink dispensing system and an integrated

dispensers guarantee a level of accuracy that

management information software provides

the human mind can only dream of achieving.

the architecture for predictable, consistent,

A printer can assure brand owners of being

accurate colour quality in a context of controlled

first time right, every time - meeting exacting

budgets and lean practices that reduce manual

colour standards from one job run to the next.

input and drive waste from the workflow. n
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